2019–2020 Middle School Supply List

5th Grade
1 - 1.5” Inch 3-Ring Binder
1 - Pack of Eight Subject Dividers With Pockets, (3-hole punched for binder)
1 - College-Ruled 3-Subject Spiral Notebook (150 pages or more) with pocket folder inserts. (Mead Five Star 3 subject notebook is perfect)
1 - Pack of Index cards
1 - Pad Stick on Notes
1 - Pack Colored Pencils
1 - Pack Pens (Black or Blue)
3 - Highlighters
1 - Pack 3 Hole Punched Loose Leaf Paper--wide ruled
1 - Stylus For iPad
1 - Dozen #2 pencils--sharpened
1 - Glue Stick
1 - Set of earbuds/headphones for iPad

6th Grade
3 - Graph Ruled 4x4 Composition or Spiral Notebooks, 8” x 10-1/2” for math
1 - 3 Hole Punch Folder For Math
1 - 1.5” Inch 3 Ring Binder
1 - Pack of Eight Subject Dividers With Pockets, (3-hole punched for binder)
1 - Wide-Ruled 3-Subject Spiral Notebook
1 - Pack of Index cards
1 - Pad Stick on Notes
1 - Pack Colored Pencils
1 - Pack Pens (Black or Blue)
1 - Red or Green Pen for math class
3 - Highlighters
1 - Pack 3 Hole Punched Loose Leaf Paper
1 - Stylus For iPad
1 - Set of earbuds/headphones for iPad
1 - Glue Stick
1 - Dozen #2 pencils--sharpened
7th Grade
2- Graph Ruled 4x4 Composition or Spiral Notebook, 8" x 10-1/2" for math
1- 1.5" Inch 3 Ring Binder
1- Pack of Eight Subject Dividers With Pockets, (3-hole punched for binder)
1- Pad Stick on Notes
1- Pack Colored Pencils
1- Pack Pens (Black or Blue)
1- Red/green pen for math class
3- Highlighters
1- Pack 3 Hole Punched Loose Leaf Paper
1- Stylus For iPad
1- Glue Stick
1- TI-84 Graphing Calculator
1- Index card case
1- Dozen #2 pencils
1- Stylus for iPad
1- Set of earbuds/headphones for iPad

8th Grade
1- Graph Ruled 4x4 Spiral Notebook, 8" x 10-1/2" for math
1- 1.5" Inch 3 Ring Binder
1- Pack of Eight Subject Dividers With Pockets, (3-hole punched for binder)
1- Pad Stick on Notes
1- Pack Colored Pencils
1- Pack Pens (Black or Blue)
3- Highlighters
1- Pack 3 Hole Punched Loose Leaf Paper
1- Stylus For iPad
1- Glue Stick
1- TI-84 Graphing Calculator
2- Packs of 3 x 5" index cards
1- Index card case
1- Dozen #2 pencils
1- Stylus for iPad
1- Set of earbuds/headphones for iPad